I must admit that I was not touched by the site of the Statues. I was unable
to see the artistic side off it and looked at it for an opportunity for the story.
But the story that we heard after, about the enthusiasm of the author and
the people from the city who helped him. Sleeping under the stars, spending
night and days next to the sculptures who were probably dedicated to a girl
he loved and who lived in that area. I saw myself amongst those people
working on the sculptures, or just helping a person express his feeling, the
feeling, to another person. There is something divine in it.

First of all, I think that the spot where the sculptures
are is a very good chosen one, and the idea of
sustaining local artists and encourage them in their
work it s a very ordinary one, but also a rare one. What
seems great to me is that all village helped at the
construction of the sculptures in every way that they
could, because local cultural projects, in small locations
are not something usual, because the interest in culture
has become something unusual in Romania. I think that
the situation is very tragic, because the local authorities
don’t do anything to promote and to try to show other
people what a great site they have. But that is really the
problem with all visiting sites in Romania so if people
after such a hard work choose to ignore all their efforts,
well that is really their problem.

DUŠAN VASIĆ

There were no signs leading to the site.
Supported with some information you
immediately start combining… No sign – no
interest for the art, no appreciation for the
art, no money for the art, nothing strange.
Then the truth started revealing interest of
the community, appreciation of the
community, participation of the community,
and even contribution from the community.
The community actually supported the art,
how strange ! The strangest was probably
our perception and the prejudice coded
deeply inside of each of us Eastern
Europeans rather expecting no attention
shown for art then opposite. It would be
taken more naturally. We have been
listening how art has been neglected and
how we should start changing that fact, but
somehow the first part is all hear. And
obviously act up on.

OLJA PRODANOVIĆ

SEBASTIAN POELINCĂ

It is an amazing thing how the facts about an artistic
masterpiece can change your opinion on it.
Maybe we cannot completely understand what the
artist wanted to say with his work, but we can get closer
to his views and experiences.
Suddenly, the sculptures in the hills of Groşilor got a
different meaning. They became less distant to me and
their meaning started to appear.
Huge stones, carved in different manners look like a
part of their surroundings: a big, clear field near the
river.
Without a mark, without any sign of human hand
touching the nature.
Even if you don’t realize who has made them, when
they were carved, or did the artist have the support of
the local community, you can spend a couple of hours
there.
If something beautiful happens, it will probably give a
new meaning to this unfinished work of an enthusiastic
man, who didn’t have the opportunity to make a balance
between his needs and wishes.

MILENA JERKOV
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